
Step 1
Decide how far above the 
hole in the glide you want your 
curtains to sit. If hanging under 
a rod, the curtains will likely sit 
10mm above the hole (a). 

If using a track, the curtains will 
likely sit 50mm above (b).

Step 2
Insert the point of the pin hook a further 33mm down the header 
tape than the distance you want the drape above the hole. E.g. if 
installing the drape 10mm above the hole for a rod, insert the pin 
43mm down from the top of the tape (10mm + 33mm). 

If 50mm above, insert the hook 83mm below the top 
(50mm + 33mm). 

Place the first hook into the edge of the flap at the end of the curtain 
and remaining hooks in to the side of the pleat (a).

Be careful not to protrude through the front of the curtain (b). 

Step 3
Lift the curtain off the ground 
and begin hanging by inserting 
the first hook into the endcap 
of the curtain track. Continue 
by inserting the next hook into 
the first glide and so on until 
your curtain is hanging off the 
track or rod.

If hanging a pair of curtains, 
repeat this step but from the 
other side, working inwards to 
the centre.

Tip: We recommend resting 
the curtain over your shoulder 
as you do this so it doesn’t pull 
heavily on the track/rod before 
it is fully installed. You may 
need someone to help you.

Step 4
To remove any excess glides, 
grip the bottom of the glide  
and push it up while also 
pushing backwards. Reverse 
this step to add glides where 
you need them.

Getting started
Be careful not to damage 
the curtain when 
removing the packaging. 
Unpack the curtain and 
check the following parts 
are included:

 Curtain/s

 Metal pin hooks

  Glides are supplied 
with tracks and rods.

Tools required: 

 Tape measure 
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Curtain construction: 
Curtains with the reverse pleat 
heading style are made without 
tape or stiffening rods and 
hung using the metal pin hooks 
provided, which are inserted in 
the back of the curtain, on the 
side of each pleat.

Tip: If the metal hooks pop out 
of their glides, squeeze them 
closed a bit more. 
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